PACHANGA!

Theater at Monmouth brings adaptations of classic literature to students across the state!
For 2020 we’ll present a world-premiere of Pachanga: Latinx Tales for Kids (grades prek-8) to deepen understanding of, appreciation for, and connection to classic literature for learners of all ages.

Join us for Pachanga! Latinx Stories for Kids, a rollicking new play filled with humor, adventure, and joy. From the Mayan tale, The Hero Twins of Guatemala, to the Incan romance, The Boy and The Star-Princess, to the Hispanic Southwest tale, Pedro and El Infierno, to the very real stories of today, The Latino Dream, this collection of authentic tales from the Latinx canon celebrates the uniqueness of this vibrant culture, as well as revealing universal lessons that unite us as we search for identity in our modern world.

Education Connections
Students will explore the elements of Latinx folktales and stories from the oral tradition, learning how they are passed on from generation to generation, how they reveal cultural background, indigenous history, and contemporary identities. TAM’s adaptation helps students explore stereotypes, behaviors, and mannerisms that are helpful or harmful to our friendships, communities, and society.

Page to Stage Dates
Pachanga: Latinx Tales for Kids will be available to schools, libraries, and community centers May 4 through May 22, 2020. From May 19 through 29, groups can attend performances at historic Cumston Hall in Monmouth, ME.

Fees and Group Sales
Page to Stage Tour and Cumston Hall performances include a complimentary Teacher Resource Guide and TalkBack following the performance. Multiple show discounts and extended residencies are available.

Tour (performances of 350 students or less)
- Single Performances $700
- Single Performance plus four workshops $1,000
- Two Shows Same District/Same Day $1,200

Performances over 150 miles from Monmouth may require overnight accommodations.

Cumston Hall Performances
- Single Tickets (less than 10) $10
- Group Tickets (10 or more) $7 per student

One free chaperone ticket per 10 student tickets purchased.
Workshops and Residencies
TAM offers a variety of workshops and extended residencies for students to explore classic literature. Performances and workshops offer students the opportunity to study, explore, and view classic literature through performance.

**From Page to Stage Workshops and Extended Residencies**
Adaptations can take many forms. Sometimes an author takes a work in one medium (like a novel, a stage play or a comic book) and adapts it into another medium (like a film, a television show or an opera). In the 45-minute workshop for grades pre-k through 3, students will explore the art of adaptation through creating characters and developing their own 10-minute plays based on fairy tales and nursery rhymes. For grades 4 through 8, students explore playwriting through adaptations of fables and folktales.

**Fees:** $100 per workshop; multiple classroom discounts are available.

For additional pricing, questions, and reservations, please contact the Theater at Monmouth Box Office at 207.933.9999 or boxoffice@theateratmonmouth.org